
    HEZA
        SEASONAL OFFERING 

COUNTRY BURUNDI

REGION KAYANZA

WASHING STATION MANAGER ZÉPHYRIN BANZUBAZE

FERMENTATION CHIEF JÉRÉMIE NAKIMUHANA

VARIETAL HEIRLOOM BOURBON

PROCESSING WET PROCESSED

ELEVATION 1,960 MASL

   Ben and Kristy Carlson are growing and producing unique micro-lots in Burundi, a landlocked country in East 
Africa. They are doing this in part to produce excellent coffees and showcase the country’s potential: though 
largely neglected as a specialty coffee producing country in the past, Burundi is more than equipped to produce 
top quality lots. Excellent elevation, ubiquitous heirloom bourbon, great soil and a perfect climate for coffee 
growing all line up to create the quality potential that dreams are made of. But beyond producing stellar coffees, 
Ben and Kristy Carlson, along with their three children are in Burundi to help make a difference in the lives of 
thousands of farming families. 
   This is no aid project. This is building relationships with farmers, growing coffee alongside their coffee, listening 
to their struggles and helping to build platforms for change. The Carlson’s are able to do this not just because 
they understand life in Burundi, but because they are an American family who moved to Burundi in 2011 and 
understand what specialty coffee roasters want. They understand the need for traceability, they understand the 
interest in micro-climates, they understand the interest in processing methods and the importance of quality 
control. Ben and Kristy represent a physical manifestation of the often overused term “direct trade.” They are 
the voice of the coffee roaster to the farmer and the story of the producer for the roaster. By sitting smack in 
the middle of the supply chain they are able to implement pathways to hope through the production of a truly 
specialty product. This is not a handout. This is paying farmers premiums for work that goes above and beyond. 
This is educating and reimbursing appropriately, for a higher quality product. A truly specialty coffee.
   This lot was grown on Gitwe hill and processed at the Heza washing station in Kayanza, Burundi. Heza is the 
second washing station built by Ben and Kristy Carlson. Switch-backing up mountainsides and across small, 
hand built log bridges, visiting Heza washing station can be likened to a great off-road adventure. To say Heza 
washing station is ‘remote’ would be an understatement and yet the community that lives in the surrounding 
hills is a special one; comprised mostly of coffee farmers.

PASSENGER COFFEE
315 E. MARION ST. L ANCASTER, PA 17602 PASSENGERCOFFEE.COM

         IN 
    THE CUP

Black tea and dried apricots on the nose lead into a cup that possesses a deeply 
saturated sweetness and lingering baking spice finish.

THE 
TAKEAWAY 

Heza means ‘beautiful place’ in Kirundi, the local language of Burundi. The washing 
station has over 90 committed employees ranging from a Chief of Fermentation 
(Jérémie Nakimuhana) to a team of over 30 dedicated employees who focus strictly 
on cherry selection. The team works tirelessly to produce what we think is some of 
the finest coffee produced, not just in Burundi, but anywhere in the world.


